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EXCELLENCE UNBOUND

A Dynamic, 2-Day Interactive Workshop Designed to
Impact Personal and Professional Performance
Driving business objectives requires a culture where
employees are unafraid to make decisions, motivated
to listen, communicate and collaborate effectively with
colleagues toward personal and business goals.
Cultures devoid of the above qualities lose an estimated $450-550 billion per year due to employee's level of
frustration and disillusionment.
EXCELLENCE UNBOUND works with individuals and
leadership teams to develop cultures where Emotional
Intelligence is understood and cultivated. This creates
more effective communicators, more confident decision makers, and stronger agile-minded leaders.

At EXCELLENCE UNBOUND Individuals and Teams:
l Strengthen their communication skills
l Increase their personal accountability
l Optimize their decision-making capabilities through
the use of mindfulness and meditation
l Identify personal/professional road blocks
toward success
l Collaborate with confidence
Topics of the Seminar Include:
Self-awareness through mindfulness, accountability,
conflict resolution, value-based decision making
and effective communication skills

Dynamic Performance Requires Agile Thinkers and Responsive Collaborators

GIVE YOUR TEAM THE TOOLS TO TAKE THEIR PERSONAL
AND PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE TO THE NEXT LEVEL
For more details, call Karla at 617.654.0200 or email kdriskill@hollisterinstitute.org
Hollister Institute | 75 State Street, 9th Floor, Boston, MA 02109

Conference Fee: $999

About Kip Hollister, Co-Facilitator

About Karla Driskill, Co-Facilitator

Kip Hollister opened Hollister Staffing
30 years ago and has grown the
company into one of New England’s
premier woman-owned recruiting firms.
2012 Ernst & Young Entrepreneur of the
Year Award winner and national finalist,
Kip attributes Hollister’s success to the
and integrity that
trustshe and her team lead with every
single day. Kip created EXCELLENCE UNBOUND as an
outgrowth of the Leadership Development Initiative
she designed and led to help her own people reach
their greatest potential. Since beginning the Hollister
Institute in 2013, Kip has successfully helped hundreds
of leaders through programs that help to maximize
their effectiveness as leaders.

In her role with the Hollister Institute,
Karla Driskill has led retreats for leaders
who have since become wholehearted
supporters of her work. Karla’s unique
ability to humorously and candidly
connect with her audience leaves
participants both challenged and inspired,
transformed through the process. With Karla’s help,
leaders identify patterns and routines that hinder their
ability to focus, to strategize effectively, and to lead
teams to optimal performance. Her style incorporates
individual and team exercises and assessments,
and offer the tools and skills that can help those who
participate experience a shift in mindset that improves
focus, bolsters confidence and enables more fluid
relationships in every aspect of their lives.

